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HOLLAND ICE ACADEMY
In our age, sport considered as the most important indicator of development of a country.We believe that
our youth who are wise, equipped and highly self-confident will undertake the locomotive of development.
We see “Youth” and “Sport” as supplements, partners and invisible parts for each other to build a strong
future. With this understanding, we accept investment to youth as an investment to future and every penny
spent for sport substructure as the first and the most important condition of a healthy society.
Because of our belief in our youth who are not running after change but shape it, we accept our youth who
are the future of Holland as the most important source of wealth and we try to determine Sport Activities
in this area with our youth.
I present 2018 years Short Activity Report prepared by Holland Ice Academy to your attention.
Yours respectfully,
Emre Yunus SAMSA
Holland Ice Academy Director Manager
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SPORTING ORGANIZATIONS
In the begining of 2018, we have started negotiations with Yunus Emre Islamitische basisschool in order
to lead our children to ice sports. During the negotiations, we told the school management about our vision,
mission and goals to bring their students together, because this school has 1,300 students and this number
was quite charming for our academy because we knew that there was more potential students for being
athletes of their futures. So, we started to prepare for this school to create a joint work by making
presentations and posters. After that, we first started working with Beresteinlaan School. 170 children who
wanted to be interested in ice sports joined in the first section and then 55 of these children got permission
from her parents to take part in our academy. With the sports activities, we tried to find out which children
are fit the purpose of doing ice sports, and then we chose 28 of these children. During the training sessions,
these children were separeted by 2 group to discover the best talented and we were convinced that 10 of
these children are able to start ice sports in our academy.
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Holland Ice Academy just wants to build youths’ future with its experiences.
Not only children, but also we continued to work for our young people. For that, we created a video
presenstation and posters in the schools, because we guess that some families expect a clear and satisfactory
work from us.
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Clearly, experience is not always gained by technical skills, because experience means what you gain from
your work by doing practices or more repeats, and what you feel or think so we started ice lessons without
wasting time with our youths.
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Our good relations and our work projects with this school is going to continue in April and May.
The important thing here is to ensure continuity and stability. In this way, we would like to make sure they
are beneficial to their country by raising better sportsmen or sportswomen for the future. Our first step
began taking them out of school with a little cute bus to take them to the ice rink.
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And training time.
One of the goals of Holland Ice Academy is to work hard in order to make its family bigger.
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Holland Ice Academy provides education, good manners, respect, discipline and hard work for you.
Also, we also introduced them to ice hockey so that children can gain their self-confidence, respect and
courage. Ice hockey is more than a game. When you feel the power, ambition, and success, you can be
more satisfied because these help you hold onto your life more tight. Thus, you can learn to never give up
in failures. That’s is, this game is a passion. That’s why we think everyone should start somewhere to
discover their talents.
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CONCLUSION
Holland Ice Academy addressed the route between the place where it currently is and the condition which
it wants to reach with all its details and difficulties, also, long term strategic plan is made and it is
determined that which unit or person will be responsible within itself.
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